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The meaning of meaning, 
(before the dawn of history)

It has long been debated whether the mechanisms that underlie language are 
dedicated to this uniquely human capacity or whether in fact they serve more 
general-purpose functions. Our study provides strong evidence that language
—indeed both first and second language—is learned, in specific ways, by 
general-purpose neurocognitive mechanisms that preexist Homo sapiens. The 
results have broad implications. They elucidate both the ontogeny 
(development) and phylogeny (evolution) of language. Moreover, they suggest 
that our substantial knowledge of the general-purpose mechanisms, from both 
animal and human studies, may also apply to language. The study may thus 
lead to a research program that can generate a wide range of predictions 
about this critical domain.
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a_lot_of_different_words —————————->

study 1 0 1 0 0  0 0 2 0 0 7 6 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

research 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 4 0 5 0 0 0 6 0 0 7 

distributional semantics

The meaning of “research”



http://aclweb.org/anthology/C/C65/C65-1010.pdf

http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/C65-1003

1965: a great year for 
distributional semantics



How can we improve this?
It has long been debated whether the mechanisms that underlie language are 
dedicated to this uniquely human capacity or whether in fact they serve more general-
purpose functions. Our study provides strong evidence that language—indeed both 
first and second language—is learned, in specific ways, by general-purpose 
neurocognitive mechanisms that preexist Homo sapiens. The results have broad 
implications. They elucidate both the ontogeny (development) and phylogeny 
(evolution) of language. Moreover, they suggest that our substantial knowledge of the 
general-purpose mechanisms, from both animal and human studies, may also apply 
to language. The study may thus lead to a research program that can generate a 
wide range of predictions about this critical domain.
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a_lot_of_different_words —————————->

study 1 0 1 0 0  0 0 2 0 0 7 6 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

research 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 4 0 5 0 0 0 6 0 0 7 

Do something fancy to these numbers… 

cf: Sparck-Jones and tf-idf 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tf%E2%80%93idf

How can we improve this?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tf%E2%80%93idf
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How can we improve this?

matrix factorisation

no obvious link to words…
—————————->study 4.12    3.81    -2.17   8.13   7.23
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a ‘better’ meaning of “research”



A solution to Plato’s 
problem

Latent Semantic Analysis 
Landauer & Dumais (1997)Plato
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a ‘better’ meaning of “research”

A solution to Plato’s 
problem

use SVD instead of PCA
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Learning the meaning of 
words 1965-~2010





Word2Vec

… …

… …



Word2Vec is a wonky 
MLP….

a word embedding



a word embedding - 300 units

150,000 wordsx

y

Word2Vec



Word2Vec

Where do we get the input words and the outputs words?

output word

input word
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Skipgram

a word embedding - 300 units

150,000 wordsinput

we

Where do we get the input words and the outputs words?

window size = 3
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Skipgram

a word embedding - 300 units

150,000 wordsinput

Where do we get the input words and the outputs words?

words

etc!!!



thewords getand

input

CBOW

a word embedding - 300 units

150,000 words

Where do we get the input words and the outputs words?

window size = 2



How many free parameters 
in this model?

a word embedding - 300 units

150,000 wordsx

y



Computing the loss $$$

x

y

P(y | x)



y

A cheaper option…

x

�(x) =
a nice score 

function



y

“negative sampling”

x

�(x) =
a nice score 

function



Associated words are close 
in vector space

http://projector.tensorflow.org/



Anything more than that? 



Next thing you know…



Anything more…?
let’s efficiently predict 
anything from anything

syntax

videos

images

word net human behavior

brain data

locations

tweets



the real purpose…

the words in the vocab

…

… …

…

…

… …

…

= enlightenment

= a prediction

= a better prediction

a low-resource language application



References
Natural language processing (almost) from scratch (Collobert et al. 2011, from 2008)


Transfer learning with word-embeddings 

Efficient estimation of word representations in vector space (Mikolov et al. 2013)


   Word2Vec - much faster and easier 

Evaluating semantic models with (genuine) similarity estimation (Hill et al. 2014)


  Similarity, not just association, in word embedding spaces


Neural word embeddings as implicit matrix factorization (Levy & Goldberg, 2014) 

  Equivalence between (old) count-based semantic spaces and word2vec



